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Have you wondered what you can do to raise your TOEFL score? There is one element that will help you improve performance in all four parts of the exam: grammar. That's right! Even if the TOEFL exam does not test grammar directly, all four parts (talk, write, read and listen) indirectly assess their grammar knowledge. Speaking and writing, you should be
able to produce a language that is correct grammatically. Grammatical correctness is a criterion that fares to use when scoring your conversation and letter. Grammatical correctness means using a wide range of grammatical structures and using them accurately. When reading and listening, you need to understand the language used. Even if you don't have
to actively use grammar yourself, you still need to understand the complex language used by speakers or presented in reading passages. To make your life easier, we have prepared eight important rules for you to learn. By studying and practicing each of these rules, you will feel more confident about your general knowledge of English and score higher on
the TOEFL test. Read each rule carefully and remember: practice makes perfect! Once you understand each rule, practice it by doing short exercises at the end of each section. Then practice more online using the resources provided. One incredible place where you can practice your English grammar and seriously prepare for TOEFL in every way is
Magoosh. (Note: Link Magoosh below the affiliate link, which means that we will receive compensation if you make a purchase on the Magoosh website. Magoosh is all about getting you ready for TOEFL. If you are going to study for one week, one month or one year, Magoosh has the perfect TOEFL training plan for you. You get to see how these grammar
rules are used on TOEFL, practice them with interactive exercises and watch insightful video explanations. Now, on grammar rules! 1. Using the continuous aspect when it comes to progressive or temporal action Aspect means that when we use verbs, we can focus either on the action itself (the action is seen as continuous, progressive, temporary,
occurring at the moment of conversation) or on the result of the action (action is simple, general, familiar). Each verbal tension has two aspects: continuous and simple. This means that whenever an action takes place (past, present, or future), we can focus either on the action itself (continuous aspect) or on the result of the action (simple aspect). The
continuous aspect is formed with the has verb being used in the alleged plus-ing verb form. Example: He's climbing this mountain right now. She wrote for the last 40 minutes. Take a look at the following table to see how each aspect works for each of the times:TenseContinuous AspectSimple- Aspect- Aspect- Going gradually - The action can be temporary -
The action is common, habitualPresentAnna works as a secretary while Diana is on maternity leave. (temporary job) Jane works as a secretary. (constant action, it's her job) Present PerfectShe has been working on this project for five days. She finished her breakfast. (the focus is on the result) FutureJohn will be reading tonight. I'll help you with these bags!
(spontaneous, simple action) Future PerfectWhen he calls, she will read the article for two hours. (continuous action, focus on the process) By tomorrow morning she will finish writing an essay. (simple action, focus on the result) PastHe was waiting for me when I arrived. He waited two hours before leaving. (the focus is on the outcome) Past PerfectHe
spoke on the phone for two hours when she arrived. (continuous action, focus on the process) He finished his dinner when she arrived. What does this mean for you on the TOEFL exam? Whenever you use a verb in colloquialism or writing, you have to decide what actions you want to express. For example, in the first part of the exam you will have to talk
about a familiar topic as your favorite hobby. In this case, you'll probably use the simple aspect because you'll be talking about the usual actions that you like to do in general. In practice, try to fill the gaps with the correct form of each verb given in brackets. (The answers are at the end of the post.) My cat (drink) all the milk by the time we got home. She
(think) about buying a new car because the one she has is old. I (write) an email, so I can't help you wash the dishes. He (wrote) a lot of letters as part of his job. It's almost 10pm and we still (decided) that there's more. You can do more exercise to practice the aspect online.2. Use for certain things, people or places The specific article is used for things,
people or places that are defined for speakers. This means that speakers know exactly what they are talking about. You've probably read a lot of rules about when to use, but they can all be boiled down to one idea: We use a certain article when things, people or places that we mean are defined. Look at the following list of situations where we use : With
people /things mentioned earlier, so it's clear who/what you mean out of context. We stay in a nice hotel. The hotel is located in the centre of the city. In the second sentence above, we already know what hotel we are talking about: the hotel mentioned in the first sentence. With things that are unique, even if not mentioned before. We went to the lake today.
You can find any information you need in the Internet.Since the lake and the Internet are treated as he knows they are. So these things are again, determined. With nouns, followed by a defining relative position (a clause describing a person or what we're talking about). The book you gave me is good. The book is defined because it is a book that you gave
me, not just any book. With excellent and orderly numbers. I think I just tasted the best ice cream ever. In this first example, ice cream is defined because it's not just ice cream. It's special, the best of all. The best is superb, just like the most expensive, the most colorful, the nice and the fastest. That's the second question he asked today. In the second
example, the question was again clearly defined for the speaker, who had recalculated the issues and knew that the particular issue was the second. With the names of countries that have plural in them or which include the words republic or kingdom. United States of America Czech Republic NetherlandsIt situation may not be as clear as others. To simplify
it, just think of the words of the state and the republic as defined for the speaker. The Speaker clarifies in which states and which republic we are talking about: the United States (unlike any random state) and the Czech Republic (unlike any other republic). With the names of geographic areas, rivers, mountain ranges, groups of islands, canals and oceans. As
for other geographic locations, there is no logical generalization you can make. You just have to learn them the right way from the start. If you are still new to this rule, it may be easier for you to do the best to use it in writings. In the TOEFL letter section, try to leave a few minutes at the end of the test to adjust your work. Since you can make small changes
only in such a short time, you can rethink whether you used it correctly. If you realize that a thing, person or place is actually uncertain, new or not stated, you can just erase . The more you practice, the faster you will be able to use the right talk too! Take a look at these suggestions. Decide if you should use or nothing in the gaps: the price of gas has doubled
in the last three days. We cannot predict which way the global economy is heading. I don't like chocolate, but I love the candy you brought. Please give me the sugar. It's in the white house bowl.___ people don't like it when you talk to them. To feel more confident about, practice more online. Whenever you're unsure whether to use it, check for rule3. Use
adjectives only when describing people, places, or things that students confuse adjectives with adverbs, so let's look at both parts of the speech one at a time, starting with adjectives. Adjectives describe nouns (people, places or things). I am romantic movies. Here the romantic describes the noun movies. To make sure you have an adjective, you may ask:
What movies? And the answer is adjective romantic. Adjectives usually go in front of nouns. The adjectives can also be part of the following structure: noun to be adjective The same structure is used with verbs that can be replaced by be (feel, look, taste, smell, sound, appear, it seems) as seen from the following examples: Soup flavors/smells/looks good.
The soup is good. Cashmere is doing well. Cashmere is good. The music sounds perfect. The music is perfect. In all these examples, a good, good and perfect description of a noun, not a verb, so they are adjectives (not adverbs). That's why it would be wrong to say: Cashmere feels good. Nice describes cashmere rather than feels, so it's an adjective, not
an adverb. AdverbsAdverbs are usually formed from adjectives, adding -ly at the end of the adjective. Adverbs describe verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. An example of an adverb describing a verb: The bird sang beautifully. Beautifully describes the verb sang. You may ask: How does a bird sing?, and you get an answer, beautifully. An example of an
adverb describing an adjective: She's a really good girl. Really refers to the adjective well. To be sure, you may ask: How good? And getting an answer is really nice. An example of an adverb describing another adverb: She spoke very loudly. Very much describes the adverb loudly. If you ask: How loud?, you will get an answer very loudly. Spelling adverbs
When it comes to writing, many students don't get the spelling. How many are there? Why two litres, not just one? Let's do it just for you once and for all. Whenever you have to use such adverbs in a TOEFL written exam, look at the adjective it comes from. If the adjective ends in l when you add-whether you get two litres, as simple as it is! beautiful ly -
beautifully interesting - whether - interestingly practicing correct spelling and using adjectives and adverbs online and filling in the gaps below with the correct form of the word given in brackets: She (carefully) took the child out of the car. The puzzle was (extreme) difficult. She stayed (calm) despite the turbulence. The product launched was much better than
the (old) version. She made an (unfortunate) mistake.4 Who, Who and Who are not interchangeable Who relates to people, what relates to things and what can relate to both people and things. Here are some examples: I know someone you spoke to earlier. I know someone you talked to before. The contract you signed is on the table. The contract you
signed is on the table. The only exception is that that can be used when you have a group of people and you want to choose one. How many of you know the answer? Who is against whom Who relates to people. Many people over-whom to sound more academic. The rule is who, when you refer to the subject of the reservation, and use who when linking to
the subject of the position. You can use this simple shortcut to decide whether to use who or who: Use who if can replace anyone with him or her. Use anyone if you can replace anyone with him or her. For example: Who are you going to invite? (You're going to invite him.) Who wrote the letter? (She wrote the letter.) When you correctly record the TOEFL
exam, double check if you have used who, who and who is correct. Remember that which is usually used to refer to things. Since these are short words, you can easily make adjustments quickly without changing too many sentence structures you originally used. By practicing these rules online and filling in the blanks below is the right word: who, who or
who. The person you mean no longer works here. I liked the book you gave me.___ invited you here? I'm not sure the baby was here first. Tell me what you think of your brother, I was my high school classmate.5 The future is not used in time and conditional positions You cannot use will be to indicate the future in time and conditional positions. Time
provisions usually begin with the expression of time, such as when, as soon as, at that time, before, after, before, as. Conditional provisions usually start with ifs. You just need to omit going (to indicate the future), so instead of the future simply, you'll use the present simply. Wrong: After she comes back, we can talk. Right: After she gets back, we can talk.
Similarly, instead of the future continuous, you should use the present continuous in time and conditional positions. Wrong: As long as she reads, I'll watch the movie. Right: While she's reading, I'll watch the movie. The future perfect changes into the present perfect and future the perfect continuous changes into the current perfect continuous. Wrong: If she
finishes the book, she can give us basic ideas. Right: If she finished the book, she can give us basic ideas. At the TOEFL exam, you may be asked to talk about the future. You should pay extra attention to the words and expressions given above, so that you don't use will be following them. In the writing test you have the advantage of more thinking time.
When adjusting, make sure you cross out any will be used after the time of expression and if. To become faster when deciding if it will be used or not, practice online and deciding if the sentences below are correct or not: Whatever I do, my daughter will not listen to me. If she plays the piano at night, we can ask her to take a break. When I talk to him, I'll know
what he thinks. Before the doctor sees you, you should do some tests. If you write her a letter, she might change her mind.6 Real Perfect is used when there is a connection with PresentYou, probably read a lot of rules about when to use the present perfect and when to use the past. You can reduce them all to one Rule: If the speaker feels that there is a
connection with the present, then the real perfect must be used. If the action is in the past and is considered to be separate from then you have to use the past. Look at the following situations in which we use the present perfect and past and check how this simple rule applies: I haven't seen that movie yet. (True perfection - Possible connection with the
present: I might want to watch a movie without spoiling it for me!) I saw that movie yesterday. (Past time - No connection with the present: The action happened in the past.) I've lived here since 2004. (True perfection - Possible connection with the present: You can count the years that have passed since I began living here from 2004 to the present.) The last
time I saw him was in 2004. (Past time - No connection with the present: The action happened in the past.) So in a conversational exam, when you have to decide very quickly between two times, try to think about how important the action is still in the present. If this affects the present in any way, then you should use the present perfect. In writing, you have
more time to decide, but don't rethink it. Just remember that when an action took place at a certain time in the past, without a connection to the present, you should use the past. If you're still unsure, be sure to practice as much as you can online. You can start by filling in the gaps below with the correct form of verb in brackets: I've (never tried) such a good
pie before! I (see) had him in the park two hours ago, so he can't be home. How long (you wait) here? She (just talk) to her father on the phone so we know he's safe. They (buy) a new car, so they sell the old.7. Don't use inversions in embedded issuesEmbedded questions are used when you want to make the issue more polite and less direct. Do you form
built-in questions using a short introductory phrase such as Can/Could you tell me...? Interesting... I would like to know ... After the introductory phrase, you should not use the inversion as in normal matters. Examples: (Normal question) Are you going to a party? (Embedded question) I'd like to know if you're going to a party. (The usual question) Do you have
brothers and sisters? (Embedded questions) I wonder if you have siblings. How long have you been waiting? I wonder how long you've been waiting. Use the question mark only at the end if the introductory phrase is an issue. Can you tell me how long you've lived here? (The opening phrase Can you tell me? I want to know how long you've been waiting
here. (The opening phrase I want to know is not a question.) In the integrated TOEFL test, you may have to take stock of the speakers' conversations. It is important to have embedded issues right in doing so. For example, if you hear: John: How many courses should you take this semester? Mary: I'm not sure. How much do you have to take? You can sum it
up as: John would like to how many courses Mary had to take, but Mary did not know the answer. It would be wrong, however, to use inversions and would like to know how many courses Mary should take. (Wrong) Practice embedded questions on the Internet after you rewrite the following questions: When will they move to a new place? I wonder ___How
often you come here? Can you me___What when you've finished writing via email? Tell me me___Did do you get any free samples? I want to ask you ___Did they tell you where to wait? I'd like to know No.8. To express contrast, the correct structure depends on the phrase used There are several phrases that you can use to express contrast in English, but
they do not all follow the same structure. Look at these examples and the structures used with each of them: Despite the fact that the noun / the verb ends in -ing Despite the weather, he decided to go surfing. (Despite the noun) Despite writing the letter in the morning, he did not have time to post it today. However, no matter how appropriate you are, you still
shouldn't take any chances. (No matter how (adjective) no matter how hard I try, I can't learn Chinese. Although/Even though he was ready for the final, he wasn't ready for the final, although he didn't learn much. Whatever the risks, I'm sure I'll follow his advice. in which they appear. However, it can be used at both the beginning and the end of the sentence,
but it is only used at the beginning and although it is only used at the end of the sentence. Her attitude is not positive at all. However, she has very good technical skills. Her language skills are far from perfect. She excels in her determination to learn, however. It's been a tough year for the company. However, there is hope for growth this year. The rooms
were very spacious and the food was good. The location wasn't perfect, though. Such phrases are used a lot in the TOEFL exam because they help connect complex ideas. You will probably hear many of them in the academic lectures you will listen to. In the reading passages, they will help you connect the core ideas. They will also be of great use in
conversation when you have to express the contrast between reading and listening to passages or between the ideas of two different speakers. If you use them correctly in writing, they will help organize ideas more effectively and you are sure to get Glasses. This is why it is very important to have the structures properly and use them interchangeably so that
you can avoid repetition. You Are You As! Practicing them a lot. Join the sentences below, using the words given in brackets to get complex sentences that express contrast: The weather was good. The amenities at the hotel were terrible. (though) Her performance was very good. The audience was not impressed. (however good) she's making progress with
writing. She's still struggling with conversations. (despite) the machine is very fast. It's too dangerous for me. (though) the marketing campaign went very well. We didn't sell much. (though) Studying grammar can seem like a lot of hard work. The good part about this is that it gives you the structure and confidence you need to learn the language properly. In
exam situations, you need that confidence. It can help you get time and points! Whenever you correct your writing or try to express an idea in conversation, you can rely on the rules that you have learned, they remain the same. The whole trick is to keep practicing them! The answer to Keyhad drunkis thinking / was thinkingam writingwriteshaven't
decidedThe (gas price) (global economy) - (chocolate), (candy) (sugar), (white bowl)- (People) carefully extremelycalmrecently, oldunfortunatewhomwhich/thatWhowhichwhoCorrectIncorrect. Correct version: If she plays the piano at night, we can ask her to take a break. That's right. The correct version: Before the doctor sees you, you should do some tests.
Wrong. The correct version: If you write her an email, she can change her mind.have never tastedsawhave you've been waiting for just talkedhave bought (I wonder) when they move to a new place. (Can you tell me) how often you come here? (Tell me) at what time you ended up writing by email. (I want to ask you) if you have any free samples. (I'd like to
know) if they told you where to wait. Although the weather was good, the hotel facilities were terrible. As good as her performance was, the audience was not impressed. Despite the progress in writing, she still struggles with speech. The car is very fast. It's too dangerous for me, though. Although the marketing campaign went very well, we didn't sell much.
And one more thing ... If you're looking for more ways to improve your grammar for the TOEFL test, try FluentU.It a really useful research tool, but it's also a lot of fun. FluentU allows you to learn real English. It teaches you with popular talk shows, catchy music videos and funny commercials. If you want to watch it, FluentU probably got it. FluentU allows you
to just watch the video in your native English. It has interactive signatures. Click on any word to see the image, definition and useful examples. FluentU lets you learn engaging content with world-renowned celebrities. Click on the word brought and you'll see it: FluentU lets to see any word. Videos become English lessons. With FluentU questions, you can
always see more examples for the word that you are studying. So you don't just practice listening. You also study grammar and vocabulary in video. The questions will also help You are for taking tests like TOEFL. FluentU will help you learn quickly with useful questions and a few examples. Learn more. The most interesting part? FluentU knows the
vocabulary you are studying. He recommends examples and videos based on these words. You have a 100% personalized experience. This means that you know exactly what you need to work on and can learn more effectively. Start using FluentU on your website using your computer or tablet, or better yet, download the FluentU app from the iTunes store
or Google Play store to access content on Android and iOS devices. If you liked this post, something tells me that you will love FluentU, the best way to learn English with real videos. Experience English immersion online! Online! toefl grammar review pdf free download
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